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Introduction
üResearch Question:
What are students’ needs and expectations in learning General 
English in German Education Study Program, Pattimura
University?

üScope of the Study:
Students’ necessities (priority), lacks/difficulties (problems), 
perception (attitude), and wants and needs (solution) in 
learning general English.



Literature Review
* Needs analysis is an important means of conducting research prior 
to designing and evaluating lessons / materials / syllabus (Brown, 
1995: 35; Mehmet, 2015).
* Needs analysis assists to draw a profile of students/course in order to 
determine and prioritize the needs for which students require English 
(Richards et al, 1992).
* Needs analysis is related to the notional functional approach to 
achieve 2 goals; to understand the main notions while communication 
and to be able to use language as a functional issue while requesting, 
telling, describing, enumerating, explaining, etc.(Yalden, 2012 in Al-
Hamlan & Baniabdelrahman, 2015).



Method
ü A descriptive survey
ü Questionnaire with 20 items
ü Items 1 to 4 explore the students’ necessities
ü Items 5 to 8 explore students’ lacks/difficulties/problems
ü Items 9 to 11 explore students’ perception on the importance of learning 

pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar and tenses
ü Items 12 to 20 explore students’ wants and needs
ü 17 respondents of German Education Study Program students, the fourth 

semester



Findings and Discussion
1. Students’ most needed topic is daily life
2.Most needed text is news items
3.Students need to learn about public speaking skill and learning how 

to write a CV
4.Lack of vocabulary is the basis problem in learning English
5.Learning about pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar and tenses 

is perceived important
6.Students prefer to learn grammar structure first and then create 

sentences based on the structure that already learned previously
7.Students want to be provided with a list of vocabulary started from 

the easiest to the difficult one completed with the meaning, synonym, 
and antonym that then assist them to create sentences



Findings and Discussion
8. SS prefer to be corrected when they mispronounce a word after they done 
their presentation
9. Speaking activity students need the most is role play
10.Listening activity students need the most is filling or completing words 
during listening to a song/poem/short story via CD or tape recorder
11. Reading activity students need the most is any text that fits their interest
12. SS like free writing for writing activity
13. SS prefer to study in group consist of 3-5 people
14. The textbook that makes the respondents interested and stimulates their 
learning enthusiasm is a textbook that is full with images and colors.



Conclusion
Based on the result of the questionnaire that covers students' necessities, 
problems they faced, their perception on pronunciation, vocabulary, and 
grammar and tenses, and their wants and needs in learning English, it is 
concluded that:

üStudents have difficulties in learning English. This could have happened 
because they were not students of the English study program.

üMany of them are still lacking in vocabulary knowledge which makes it 
difficult for them to learn the 4 skills.

üThey also tend to choose material that is useful for applying for jobs in the 
future, such as how to write a CV.

üLast but not least, they prefer texts that suit their interests, such as daily life.



Recommendation

üKnowing the result of the study, it is expected that I can create 
an instructional material for English learning, or revise the old 
textbook based on students' needs, perception and expectation.

üAny researchers can conduct the same research for students 
who are non-English department study programs but are 
required to learn English to minimize the difficulties.
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